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EDITORIAL

g

HE TRINITY REVIEW begins its second year.
The Board's aim is to draw its material from
an increasing number of our students, and to
make the students more aware of their magazine, which
offers the opportunity for all to find a suitable medium
for expression. The Review will be what the students make it. Tjbe wider the range of material presented to the Board, the better balanced will the magazine become. There is an urgent demand for short
stories. They enliven any magazine. From experience, however, we realize they are extremely difficutt
to obtain. Let's make The Trinity Review a real
anthology of college writing.
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GOING UP!

Lee Dana Goodman, '41
IRLIE, where' s the foundation department?"

"Sixth floor, rna' am.
Second floor!
Street wear, Deb shop, children's clothes, gift
shop and tea room! Watch your step, please!"
"And Charlie just got surly. He pouted all night."
"It's Anne's fault; she just about nags the life out
of him!"
"Dicky, stop that!"
"Daddy told me it would keep my tummy settled."
"Kitchen ware, glassware, linens, beauty parlor, and
draperies! Watch your step please. No, sir, the
camera shop and sporting goods department are on the
fifth floor. You're welcome. Step back, please!"
"Anne treats him like dirt! I wonder what he sees
in her?"
"Pay dirt. Charlie doesn't hang around for nothing. Take it from me!"
"Do you think there's anything between them?"
"Fourth floor!! Boys' wear, overcoats, shoes ...
No m'am, take the other elevator. Buttons are on the
second floor."
"Dicky, want to see the toys? . . . Answer me!"
"No, Ma."
"What else do you think he's interested in her for?"
"You ought to know.... he was your date once!"
"Fifth floor, sir. Camera shop and sporting goods
department, toys and baggage!"
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''I'm going up to the eleventh floor first, thanks."
" Girlie, where' s the adjustment department?"
" Lingerie is on the sixth floor, m' am. Bills and
charge acounts are on the eleventh floor."
"Miss, stop the elevator ! My boy ... !"
" First door to left of stairs, m' am ! . . . Sixth
floor! Please don' t crowd! Lingerie, millinery,
junior misses' dresses; sizes 14 to 45! Sweaters,
skirts, evening accessories! Watch your step, please!"
" So long, Doris. Tell Anne I was asking for her!"
" She got off at the sixth! I guess you knew what
kind of adjustment she needed! "
" It's our business, sir . .. . Please don' t crowd!
Seventh floor ! Furniture, rugs, framing, and Miss
Allen's cooking classes !"
" Keep your hands to yourself, please! (He's as bad
as Charlie! ) "
" Oh, I'm sorry !"
" My feet !"
" Will some one exhale so I can get out of here! "
" Is it always as bad as this? "
" No. Only when the cooking school is in session,
and during holiday rushes, when all floors are like this .
. . . Eleventh floor ! All out! Express to street!"
" What are you yelling for, I'm the only one in the
eleva tor?"
" Just habit. I thought you wanted to go to the
eleventh."
"Changed my mind. Make it the fifth. "
"Sorry, sir. This is an express to the street.
Change for one of the other ones."
"Shucks, I was enjoying the ride. You drive well!
Make it the first floor, then."
"What is this, a contest? "
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" Come, come! Remember, 'the customer is always
right'. Here I am riding up and down to keep you
. company, and you're no more grateful i:han that."
"Fifth floor, ·sir!"
" I thought you only stopped at the first? "
"Fifth floor for camera supplies, sporting goods,
. . . and baggage! This is your stop. You were in
the wrong department, Sonny! .. . Going up! Please
don' t crowd! On the eighth floor, m'am. Camera
shop and sporting goods on the fifth floor, sir. Going
up."

.

... ...

THE WHITE SWAN
Upon the water still and deep,
Now made black by shadow-forms,
Now made silver by the moon,
There floats a swan of purest white.
The pool seems fixed between two heavens,
And both are light and filled with stars,
So that the swan is but a ghost,
A phantom from a distant world.
The cross of Cygnus spreads its wings
In silent flight above the pool,
And while its sister stars stand watch,
It flies across the universe.
But yet the swan in quiet grandeur
Floats about, now to, now fro ,
And dipping down its snowy head
It sees the stars of Cygnus there,
And knowing not its heavenly mate,
It moves serenely on the pool
Now made black by shadow-forms,
Now made silver by the moon.

RalphS. Grover, '41
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ME AND MIKE

Daniel .P. North, ' 41

mother always used to be plaguing me about
making something of myself, but I couldna see
no use in it. She says, "Danny, whyn't you
do as young Michael Sullivan does? He's going to
be a foine upstandin' man someday. He' ll prob' ly be
president of the Rotary Club and maybe of the United
States. With the start he's got you never can tell.
He's always doing somethin' to keep himsel' busy and
his marks in school is good too. Now why can't you
go out and do somethin' like that? "
"Well, Ma," is the only thing I can say. " Mickey
is all right but I'm damned if I'm going to be like him
and its only the determination I've got in me soul atall,
atall. Now le' me alone an' let me live after me own
fashion. " So she would leave me for a while, but
then she would commence plaguing me the same as
ever until I told her off again. Anyway when I became a little older I had a good foine job that would
keep me alive, and I never asked for nuthin' more. Of
course, Mickey Sullivan was chairman of this and
president of that, and someday it looked as if he might
even be mayor or congressman. He was always up to
some business or going to some place or other. Even
when he was in school he was that way. He was at
Y
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the top of his class, and putting snakes down girls'
backs, and was on every board and in every nuisance
there was.
So finally the war came along and volunteers were
called for, and Mickey was off like a bullet. Well,
you should have seen what it did to the folks back
home. His poor mother was that worried and white
that he would be shot full of holes, and all the lassies
in the town were making woolen socks for him so's
his feet wouldn't get cold, and everybody was making
a great hullabaloo.
My mother said nothing ' til the reports and letters
came back telling about Mickey and his regiment and
about all the fine things they were doing. Mickey
had captured half the German army, and the other
half was that scared to death of him. And having
been promoted up to sergeant, he was always first over
the top. Then when every soul was w'a iting for him
to be promoted up to captain my mother says to me ;
she says, " Now haven' t I always been tellin' you that
Michael Sullivan :was going to make somethin' of himsel'? Everybody is so proud of him. It's the sinful
shame you can' t be makin' a man of yoursel' the likes
o' him, too. "
"Ma," is all I can say, " I have no intention of being
like Mike. I was never president of no thin', I never
did nobody no harm nor good, and was never no chairman of a visitin' committee nor never put no snakes
down no girls' backs, and I'm damned if I'm going to
get me body ventilated full o' holes fer me own glory
or fer yours either. An'," I says, " I never did like the
butcherin' of butcher shops nor the bustin' of a mother's heart in no way. " So the drafting came, and
me feet were flat and there was this and that and so I
stayed home.
Well, at the end of the war, Mike came back worn
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and scarred looking, and his mother was as gray and
frail as a hungry squirrel, and his sweethearts had cast
themselves into all sorts and shades of life, thinking
that there would never be no end of it, and when they
saw the mistake they had been making they were even
more red-eyed when Mike took himself a wife and set
up a home to make her happy. Then my mother was
getting after me to be making of more money so's
I could be spliced too. Well, in the end, after she
died, I did get me a wife out of necessity, but even
though it didn' t make me any more happy than it did
her, in the long and short of it, it didn' t make us sad.
And so all the time we kept our eye on Mike for we
bad come to the habit of knowing what he was up to.
At any rate, to cut the neck off the hen, or make a
long story short, he finally became alderman and after ·
that he was mayor. His drinking of beer with the
boys and his kissing of babies with his breath made as
grand a time as you ever did see, so that at least seven
people were laid to rest after the rush to the polls and
nobody knows how many before.
But Mike was a man of business as he was of politics-so at hiring and firing he was one of the biggest
of men, making beggars of some and rich men of others.
So in all, his popularity was in his power.
Well, anyway I died and so did he. And while I
was floating around in the limbo I saw something
looming up in front of me as big as a house. And
sure enough, anything as fine as that must be going to
heaven. Well, I was sorta lifted up to it and just as
plain as day-it was Mike.
"Well hello," I says, " and where are you goin' ?"
"Oh, I'm goin' to hell," he says. So the gates were
right there in front of t;!S, and I says, " Well let's go in
together."
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THE CONQUEROR AND THE MAN

Jac Cushman, '42

October 1, 1938:
The parade was almost over. Heavy tanks with
mud-caked caterpillar treads, ugly armored trucks
loaded with troops, grotesque tractors hauling guns
of assorted sizes, their muzzles covered with canvas to
protect them from the thick dust, long lines of greyuniformed infantrymen, broad-shouldered and Teutonic-appearing, staring straight ahead with set jaws
and determined eyes-all had passed along the narrow
street. Only a few motorcycle troops and the heaviest
artillery had still to pass.
Long lines of people in front of the little city hall
listened sadly to the crashing of boots on the cobblestones and the dull roar of approaching motorcycles.
Feeble cheers rose from a few isolated groups of Germans. Here and there a woman blew her nose, an old
man wiped the tears from his cheeks with the back of
a dirty hand, a young Czech girl stared sadly down at
the ground at her feet, a Czech youth watched the procession in bewilderment. From the overhanging balconies of the adjacent houses an occasional swastika
flag, which had suddenly appeared a few minutes before the troops had arrived, fluttered lightly in the chill
· breeze. Disarmed Czech gendarmes and soldiers lined
the curbs holding back the sullen crowd.
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Suddenly someone in the crowd near the city hall
screamed, and a woman tried to thrust her way through
the Czechs along the curb. A German motorcycle
trooper swerved his machine in order not to hit the
child which had suddenly left its mother and run out in
front of him. The motorcycle teetered for a second
then fell heavily on its rider. The German who had
been riding on the motorcycle back of him, the last
one in the group, stopped alongside the fallen trooper,
got off his own machine and helped his comrade to get
up. Then he turned to the child which was standing
terrified in the middle of the street. The crowd
gasped in horror. The soldier's grim face relaxed and
a smile began to form at the corners of his mouth as he
picked up the trembling little Czech. Suddenly the
mother pushed past the soldiers holding back the
crowd and snatched the child out of the German's
arms.
The trooper stood still for a moment. The smile
disappeared from his face and the frown returned.
He picked up his cycle, mounted it, started the motor,
and roared off down the street after his comrades.
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LEAVET AKING
Prospero DeBona, Jr. , ' 41

II

sat there on the big rock-a brown-faced
boy and a golden-haired girl-and watched
the round, still warm sun disappear behind the
small island which, from where they sat, looked like a
huge, humpbacked monster lying at rest. There was
a cool wind blowing, and the incoming waves threw
more and more spray as they beat against the foot of
the rock. Looking out across the Sound, the two could
see the white caps rolling and tumbling over each other
in their haste to reach the shore. As the sun sank further behind the island, the air became chilly ; and the
girl buttoned her white sweater closer about her throat.
Then she drew her dark-trousered knees up to her
breast and wrapped her arms around them. All the
time she looked out at the water.
The boy's gaze was fixed too. But his fingers were
plucking the barnacles from the rock-plucking them
and throwing them away.
All day these two had been together-swimming
and lying in the sand under the hot sun, sailing before
a fresh breeze, and now, after dinner, on the rock.
And all day they hadn' t said much.
Tomorrow she was leaving. After two months of
idyllic laziness and fun, September was upon them.
Another school year beckoned; so tomorrow she would
leave, and he would not see her for another ten months,
perhaps not even then.
HEY
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So they sat there and watched the sun set. They felt
the wet spray on their faces and smelled the salt in the
air. They could hear the sound of the waves breaking on the darkening beach-at first a timid, slapping
sound, then, as the tide carne in, a dull, booming sound.
The boy stopped plucking at the barnacles. He
peered at the backs of his brown hands, examined his
finger nails. He started to say something once but
stopped and gazed out at the water again. The girl
glanced at him briefly once or twice, but she too looked
back to the water.
Finally he said, " Swell night." And when she
merely nodded, he continued. " Best month of the
year, September, and we have to leave. Best sailing,
best weather, best fishing, and we have to leave." He
stopped, and the girl nodded.
He drew his handkerchief from his back pocket and
wiped his perfectly dry nose. Carefully refolding the
handkerchief, he replaced it in his pocket. He leaned
his arms on his knee, and without looking at the girl ·
he said, " What time you leavin' tomorrow?"
"About five, I guess." Her voice was soft, dreamy.
"Kind of early, isn't it?"
She nodded.
"When do you have to be back to high school? " he
asked.
"On the ninth."
"That's early. We don' t have to be back until the
fourteenth. ''
She nodded.
"When do you get out next June?" he asked.
"About the tenth."
"Oh. We don' t get through until a week later."
For a while they said nothing. Then he started
agam.
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"Think you'll be coming back here next summer?"
"I don't know." She paused. "Are you?"
"I guess so. We always do." Again there was
silence; then he said, "Would you like to?"
"Would I like to what?"
"Come back here next year?"
"I suppose so."
"Oh." He was quiet.
· The girl looked at him, then said quickly. "I guess
I would rather come here than anywhere else. "
"You would?"
She nodded.
"Why?"
"Oh, I don't know. I guess because it's so quiet,
and the beach is so nice. The weather's been swell,
and I like the swimming. I like the little village too."
"Oh, is that all?"
"What do you mean?"
"Are those the only reasons you'd like to come back
here?"
"Aren't they enough?"
"Oh,. I suppose so, but-' ' He stopped ..
After a moment she prompted him. "But what?"
He turned and looked at her; then he looked away
~nd said, ~ 'Oh nothing, I guess. l was just thinking."
"What?" she asked.
"Nothing."
The boy looked at his wrist watch, then rose to his
feet. He stretched his hand out to receive hers and
said, "Come on, it's getting late. You've got to get
up early." He ·pulled-her up and they clambered off
the rock to the sandy beach. He kept her hand in
his as they walked slowly along in the dark toward
the distant row of summer cottages. Occasionally he
turned to look down at the top of her bright head,
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which was on a level with his chin. His grin tightened on her hand. She glanced up at him, then looked
away agam.
They paced slowly along the hard strip of sand just
beyond reach of the waves. And she said, "When
will you leave?"
"Monday," he replied. And after that they said no
more. They walked in step with each other until
they reached the beginning of the stone sea wall in
front of the cottages. He helped her up to its top and
climbed up after her. And they walked along until
they reached her cottage.
They W€re standing on the porch in the darkness,
and she said, " I guess everyone's in bed already. Will
you come in? ''
And he said, " No, thanks. I'll go along. You've
got to get up early and it's after nine now. "
"Well, don' t go right away," she said, and walking
to the railing, she leaned against it and stared out at
the lights of the boats passing far out on the Sound.
He joined her and stood close beside her. He said,
"Will you write? "
" Do you want me to?"
"Don' t you know? " he said.
She looked away and said, ' Til write."
"Often?"
She nodded. " Often."
They stood there, and then he said, ''Why?''
She :waited, then said, "What do you mean?''
"Why will you write to me?" Then, not giving
her a chance to answer, he said, "Never mind. I guess
I'd better be going. Tell your folks goodbye for me,
will you? " And he walked off the porch into the
darkness.
She watched him go; and as she watched, he stopped.
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He turned around and came back toward her. As he
came close, she moved away from the railing and said,
"What is it?"
In answer he grasped her shoulders and drew her
clumsily toward him.
She lifted her face.
And then he let her go and said, "Nothing."
And he left.

CHRISTMAS
By T. Gautier
The Heav'n is black, and white descends.
Bells, ring forth gayly, every place !
The Christ is born ! And Mary bends
Above him her enchanting face.
No festooned curtains on the wall
To shield the infant from the cold.
But only airy cobwebs fall
From roof beams on to which they bold.
He trembles on the fresh strewn hay,
Beloved infant Christ. To warm
Him in his manger where he lay
The beasts blow breath upon his form.
Upon the thatch's edge the snow
Is fringed, but on the roof it dwells
All white under the sky, and lo!
The angels sing to men " Noels."
(Translation: Richard X:. :Morrla, '40.)
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"PHOOEY"
Norman C. Miller, '40

II

DO like hell !" said Wally.
And suddenly a
chill silence dropped upon the sixth grade
classroom. As an echo of the words seemed to
come back to his ears, Wally realized what he had said.
Then he felt his face getting warm, and his ears burning. His eyes grew watery, and the sea of staring faces
about him sank away in a blur ; he was conscious only
of himself and the teacher, who seemed far, far away,
but whose voice almost yelled in his ear, " What ? What
did you say, Walter Reading? " so fast that he couldn't
think what she was saying. Fear struck him, overbearing his first feeling of shame ; the blood rushed from
his face, leaving it dead-white, and his body stiffened.
He couldn' t blubber a word.
The thing had started that noon at lunch hour.
Pine Street, which lay on the route from Wally's house
to the school, was being dug up to have a new sewer
put in it. Wally, with Fred and Ray, who usually
walked to school with him, liked to stop on the way
and watch the men working there, and maybe talk to
them, especially Joe. Joe was a big Italian who worked
in a dirty and sweaty undershirt and mud-caked pants,
and every time he swung his pick you'd think his shirt
was going to split down the back. But Joe didn't
know much English-about as much as anyone would
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who had come over three weeks ago-and the way he
spoke it made it sound funny to the boys. The boys
thought he was probably the strongest man in the
world, and they liked the way he laughed, but they
made fun of his speech. Joe took it good-naturedly,
and when Fred or Ray greeted him with, " Hey, you
beeg-a bum !" he would give a broad grin and answer,
" Hey, you leetla bum !" and he never got mad--except once. Ray threw a stone at him and hit him,
but he didn' t mean to ; then Joe swore awfully and
chased him half-way up the street. Joe didn' t hold
a grudge, though.
All the boys liked the way Joe swore, because it
sounded so funny-half the time he didn' t mean anything wrong. They forgave him for the one time he
got so mad ; he did mean it then.
Well, when Wally went to school that noon, somebow he was alone; but he stopped anyway, to watch
the men. He didn' t feel like fooling with them todaybe was in a thoughtful mood- but he did want to see
them work the pump. Joe was enthusiastically pushing one bar up and down, while two smaller men hung
desperately upon the other. Wally watched soberly
as the hole drained. Then Joe stopped pumping and
leaned on the bar. "Hi, keed !" he said.
" Hi," answered Wally without enthusiasm.
Joe was duly impressed. "How's a school? " he
asked.
Wally thought a second and said, " Phooey! "
Joe wasn' t upset, however. " No lika da teach?"
''Phooey.''
Joe considered this fact, too, and showed displeasure
with a frown, but it was not a matter of scholastic
aptitude, or attitude, that annoyed him, for he said,
"Oat a no good-a word."
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This struck home to Wally. "Whatcha mean, no
good-a word?"
"What'sa word you say?"
"Phooey. "
"Sounds-a bad."
Wally smiled. "You say 'em lots worse."
Joe was offended. " No!"
·
"Yes, you do-some awful ones! " insisted Wally.
"I do like hell! " replied Joe unbelievingly.
"There! " said Wally excitedly. " You said one
now!"
"Wad I say? " asked Joe, even more offended.
But Wally suddenly lost his enthusiasm again ; he
was disgusted . "Phooey !" he said. And, as an afterthought, he added, "Phooey on you! "
"Hey! " exclaimed Joe, and brandishing a shovel in
mock anger, he started after the boy, who suddenly
thought it better to be gone. " You leetla sonova beetch,
don' you talk-a to me that-a way." When he came
back with the shovel, he wore a broad grin. " He's
a smart-a keed, " he commented. But as he worked,
a thought came back to him. " Wad-a was it I say'I do like hell'-wad'sa wrong with that?" and he
kept mumbling, " I do like hell."
The " keed" was in school. All through history
class, and into hygiene class, the same words kept running through his head, " I do like hell." What was
wrong with that? It sounded good when Joe said it.
He didn' t mean anything bad, either. Yes, it sounded
good ; it was short, it slipped off the tongue easily,
and it was emphatic-it hit the point much better
than just " Phooey." Over ·and over he said it to
himself.
So, when the teacher innocently asked, " Walter, do
you brush your teeth every morning? " the damning
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answer slipped easily off his tongue. " I do like hell!"
he said.
When Wally left school, he went alone ; he didn't
want to brag to the other boys about the licking he
had got. He was too angry. In the first place, it was
a baby question, the teacher had asked, and she almost
deserved the answer ; he didn' t mean it anyway, and
besides, he had never sworn before in his life. He still
didn' t see anything wrong with the way he said it, or
Joe said it ; and if Joe could, why couldn' t he? Just
out of resentment he' d do it again. ' Til swear as
much as I wanna! " he muttered to himself.
He had meant not to go up Pine Street, because he
might meet Joe ; but somehow he forgot not to, and
he suddenly woke from his deep thinking to find himself practically on the spot. He wasn't going to turn
back.
Then Joe saw him. " Hey, keed," he called.
' 'Hi,'' answered Wally from a distance.
" Come here, keed. "
Wally did, reluctantly.
"What' sa rna t? " asked Joe, dangling his shovel in
one hand.
"Nothing." Joe paused, and then a smile appeared
on his face.
"Whats'a word you tell me before? "
' 'What word? '' asked Wally, and after a second of
thought, with a frown of pure disgust, he said
"Phooey? "
"Phooey?" repeated Joe.
' 'Yeah-that's it."
"Phooey!" repeated Joe with gusto.
This was more than Wally could stand. He did
the second really suprising thing in his life. He asked,
"What th' hell's the matter with you?"
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Joe's jaw dropped inches. He stared big-eyed at
Wally; then gathering up his jaw again and scowling
darkly, he whispered in a hoarse voice, "You' s a-swear,
now. You's a-swear, and you geta da lick!"
Before Wally knew what had happened, he found
himself suspended in the air by the back of his belt,
and Joe's mighty hand was whaling his posterior painfully hard-very painfully hard. Joe applied himself
with great absorption to everything he did, and he
didn' t realize his own strength. When the boy was
put down again, he was hurt so that he could only
gasp-he couldn' t cry. Blindly he started stumbling
towards home, and as he caught his breath, his gasps
changed to sobs. Joe at last perceived that he had
overdone his job, and penitently and in great dismay
he followed after Wally, waving his arms. " Don'a
cry, keed!" he said in a consoling manner. But Wally
didn' t seem to hear. Joe began to plead, "Don' a cry",
almost tearfully he begged, "Plees-a don' -a cry! "
There was no effect. Very woebegonely Joe returned
to his work.
Wally got home all right, and he kept pretty much
out of the house till supper time. It was at supper time
that he began to have trouble. The chair bothered him.
Be slid way back on it, and found some relief. Then
it began to get too warm, so he inched forward gradually until he was on the very edge of the seat. This
hurt more. His food wouldn't go down very fast.
All the time he felt his mother watching him; and his
father stole a glance now and then. Finally, his father
put down his fork and looked at him a few seconds.
"Ants in your pants?" he solemnly asked.
Wally almost forgot himself and laughed. A smile
flickered on his· face for an instant; then, instead of a
laugh, out came a choked sob, and his eyes flooded
with tears to the brim.
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His father was startled, and instantly senous.
"What's wrong, fella?" he asked.
"It hurts."
" What hurts, dear? " asked Mother in a worried
tone.
" I can' t sit down, " was the painful and reluctant
answer.
" Why, dear?" she asked.
Wally didn' t answer; he looked in desperation to
his Father. Father flashed a look at Mother that meant
" signals off," and he turned again to Wally. " Maybe
you 'd be better off in bed."
" Yes," said Wally in a weak tone. He was glad
to get up.
Across the table Father gave Mother a longer look
that said " We' ll see," and he followed up the stairs.
Wally was stretched out on his stomach, and had
buried his face in the pillow. In apprehension he
held his breath as his father looked with nothing but
pute awe at two large, burning-red patches of skin.
Awe was overcome by other emotions, sympathy and
anger, but there was no outbreak. Wally felt cold,
and shivered.
Finally his father spoke. " Wally, you sure got it
bad, didn't you? "
Wally at first didn't say anything ; he kicked an outstretched foot restlessly and shoved his hands deeper
under the pillow.Then he suddenly sensed a surprising
note in his father's voice. He turned his damp face
sideways, and he saw a faint smile. He felt better
already. With a dubiously flickering smile in return
he answered, " You're tellin' me! "
" Now you' ve got the idea," said his father wl.th
some confidence. It had worked better than he had
expected. " You don' t feel so bad now, huh? "
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"Not when I don't have to sit down," said Wally.

A smile came more easily this time.
"I bet I know what side you're going to sleep on
tonight." This got a grin.
There was a short period of sympathetic silence.
Then, more seriously, Father began again.
"Uh-you did something to deserve this?"
Wally hardly flinched. "In school. I said something I shouldn't 'a said.''
"What?"
"I swore."
Amazement swept over his father's face.
"Yeah," continued Wally, "I was saying it over
and over in my head and it slipped right out." It was
Wally's turn to see the humor. Father, however, was
rather dubious-also serious.
"What did you say?" challenged Father.
"You wouldn't want me to say it again, would
you?"
''Yes, go ahead.''
Wally told what the teacher had asked him, and
repeated his answer.
"No kidding," commented Father, almost in admiration. "How did you say it?"
"I do like hell!" repeated Wally obligingly.
"That's the real stuff, all right." They had a good
laugh over it, and then paused.
"You don't intend to do it again, though?"
"No!" said Wally with emphasis, suddenly remembering his affliction, and feeling gingerly of the locus.
Downstairs, Mother was worried. When Father
came down, there was a long discussion.
"Well, he isn't complaining, is he?" said Father.
"If he thinks he deserved it, why, let it go.
It'll
probably do him good."
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"But Fred, it's not right! A grammar school principal shouldn' t beat a child till he can' t sit down. "
" That's not the point ; she couldn' t do it. That
spindle-legged old maid couldn' t kill a fly. Someone
else did it."
" Then perhaps it didn' t happen in school at all."
" Oh, he was telling the truth about that part, all
right. But he sure got that licking from someone
else !"
" And don' t you think we ought to know ?"
" No. That's the kid' s worry. If he' s satisfied,
let it go. Besides, he' ll probably come and tell us himself when he feels like it. If you saw w hat I saw,
you'd think he' d had enough for one day."
Everything went smoothly at breakfast.
Wally
seemed to feel all right. No one mentioned yesterday's
affair. In fact, things went better than usual, and
when Mr. Reading stepped out of the house to walk
to the bus, he strode jauntily. Somewhere in the
back of his head was a vague memory of a dark and
dreadful experience, but the latest popular song was
on the tip of his tongue and wouldn' t be denied.
Pine Street was the shortest way to the bus. There
was Joe, rhythmically and blindly heaving large
shovelfuls of dirt from out the depths of the ditch.
Upon one of his excursions into the upper air, he
caught sight of Mr. Reading. "Mist' Reading," he
hailed from below. He emptied his shovel and threw
it into the pile of dirt. Mr. Reading came to a stop.
"Hello, Joe," he said.
" Mist' Reading," began Joe, with his hands on his
hips, "Yousa got a nice-a keed." He looked for effect,
but Wally's father only smiled at the abruptness of
the beginning. " I like-a keeds," said Joe, and after
a pause, " I got-a keeds myself." There was no effect.
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"But when a keed' s a-bad, I-a lick heeru! " This with
emphasis.
And interest dawned on Mr. Reading's
face. Joe continued, " An' when-a your keed a-swear,
I-a lick heem, too !" Joe was very serious.
Mr. Reading grinned his admiration and approval.
"Good !" he said. Joe was much relieved. Mr. R eading
looked down at Joe' s right hand, resting on his hip, the
size of three or four ordinary hands. " You don' t take
it very easy on him, either! "
Joe grinned with pride. " I do like h-. " A look
of dismay struck his face. "Jeez, " he said, soberly,
"I awmost swear !"
Laughter bubbled out of Mr. Reading in spite of
himself. Then, as recognition suddenly broke upon
him, he choked his laughter, and asked, " What was it
you were going to say, Joe? "
" No swear," answered Joe darkly.
"You were going to say, 'I do like-hell? ' "
Joe did not answer. Furrows of disapproval creased
his forehead . He reached for his shovel. He saw no
occasion for such levity.
Mr. Reading just then happened to remember his
bus and stopped laughing. " Gatta catch a bus, Joe,"
he said, and, still grinning, started off.
Joe grasped his shovel like a matchstick, bent down,
and tossed a mountainous lump of earth from the excavation. As he was bending over again, sounds of
ill-suppressed laughter floated to him. He straightened
slowly, dropped the shovel, and reached for the dipper
in the water pail beside his head. As he drank, over
the edge of the dipper his eyes followed steadily the
departing figure. The last mouthful he squirted violent! y in that direction. " Phooey!" he said, and grabbing up the shovel fiercely , he disappeared again into
his trench.
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AN INTERPRETATION OF THOREAU *
William J. Wolf, ' 40
ENRY DAVID THOREAU has been the most misunderstood man in American Literature. His
very name has come near to being adopted into
the language as a common noun, denoting a recluse with
Indian and misanthropic, not to say misogynist, inclinations. Yet today, his fame is wider than ever
before, his books have a larger circulation, and a new
interest in him, judging from references in contemporary literature, is unquestionably arising. Why should
such a recluse as traditional prejudice paints be so
important today? The paradox is easily solvable:
Thoreau was no recluse. Mr. Canby, upon completion
of his biography, writes : " My own conception of
Thoreau has been changed. He was not, as generally
supposed, a hermit, a distruster of men and hater of
women. On the contrary, of all Concord men in his
day, he was, I think, the most alive. He had a rich
and deep emotional nature, a genius for friendship , and
a tremendous gusto for experience. ''
It was Ellery Channing, biographer of Thoreau
and fellow hiker over Concord paths, who is respon..:
sible for the poet-naturalist conception of the man.
Add to this incomplete sentence, Lowell's and Stevenson's diatribes which arose from their failure to understand Walden, season with the exotic and aboriginal
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• Suggested by a reading of Henry Seidel Ca.nby's " Thoreau."
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suggestions of Bazalgette's Henry Thoreau Sauvage
and you have the traditional picture. Thoreau was
the most articulate poet-naturalist that America has
known, but this label is far from exhausting the man.
His poetry is little read today. Considered as a naturalist, Thoreau had serious limitations, although he was
hailed as the father of a neurotic naturalistic movement
that permeated America toward the close of the last
century. He was neither mineralogist nor geologist.
Even late in his life he could pick up a rock and not
have his curiosity pricked to study its crystals. His
ornithology was erratic. There is reason to believe
that he confused the wood and hermit thrush throughout his life. In botany, however, he achieved a remarkable competency, formulating a law for the succession of forest trees, and compiling the most complete
calendar ever made for a community, to show its.
seasonal changes. Flower study was more amenable
to his nature and more within reach of his observation
than wild life. He loved pulsing, moving life and
refused to conduct post mortems on dead beasts or
birds after their vis animi was gone. His purpose and
end differed from the fact-finding scientist or anatomist, and included a mystical speculation, akin to
the Swedenborgian correspondence.
Certainly this
should be enough to ostracize him from the ranks of
the naturalists!
There is another picture of Thoreau the woman
hater which Mr. Canby explodes. He fell violently
in love with Ellen Seward, but graciously withdrew
to give his dear brother John precedence. Ellen would
accept neither John nor H~nry. · Then the death from
lock-jaw of his brother whom he worshipped left an
empty spot in Thoreau's life. His sexual passions became sublimated into a curious type of Platonism and
passion for friendship, whi<;h is all the more remarkable
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in that when Thoreau writes "he" in his journals he
often means " she." Understanding this, it is possible
to trace a long, fervent, but disappointing friendship
with Lidian Emerson, wife of his friend and patron.
I do not mean to infer any scandalous subterfuge on
his part. Thoreau was too much of a Concord Puritan
to allow the relationship to slip out of the mists of
Transcendentalism and Platonism to a lower if more
human level.
" How far we can be apart and yet attract each other!
There is one who almost wholly misunderstands me
and whom I too probably misunderstand, toward
whom, nevertheless, I am instinctly drawn. I have
the utmost human good-will toW>ard that one, and yet
I know not what mistrust keeps us asunder. I am
so much and so exclusively the friend of my friend's
virtue that I am compelled to be silent for the most
part, because his vice is present. I am made dumb by
this third party. I only desire sincere relations with
the worthiest of my acquaintances, that they m ay give
me an opportunity once in a year to speak the truth.
They invite me to see them, and do not show themselves .. . I leave my friends early; I go away to cherish
my idea of friendship ."
Mr. Canby advances some arguments and evidence
to show that Margaret Fuller proposed to h i'm , but the
Certainly we know that
question is most tenuous.
other women were strongly affected by him and that
he in turn was receptive to their magnetism. I am
surprised that I have not heard others suggest his economic status as a reason for his bachelorhood. Thoreau
early resolved to do what he wanted and, to do this,
found it imperative to budget his needs to a minimum.
The bookkeeping at Walden cannot support a man
with wife and children.
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Thoreau was not an escapist nor an improvident
rambler. His retirement to Walden was an experiment,
but not of the type represented by the contemporary
craze for Fourieristic communities. He withdrew not
from the world, but from Concord. He found his
world and returned to Concord. His was less an experiment in sociology than in economics, for he wanted
to show that a man, by reducing his needs to a minimum, could earn enough in a few months to allow him
to do what he wanted for the rest of the year. When
Apollo finished his service for Admetus he really began
to live. Nothing, I think, is more indicative of the
Yankee spirit of the man than his disgust at poets who
starve in dusty attics when they might be using their
wits to get a living from their materialistic community.
It is to the Journals of Thoreau that we must turn
to find the story of his thoughts: where, indeed, the
best of Thoreau is to be found. He quarried from them
his lectures and practically everything he published,
including the W eek, Walden, Life without Principle,
Civil Disobedience, and his travel books. These journals are not to be compared with the garrulous trivialities of Pepys. These are a record of Thoreau's
thoughts and observations upon life, his criticism of
literature and society, and his study of nature-all
reworked, sifted, and cross-referenced until the author
was sure of the frame of his thinking. In this introspective discipline of keeping a journal, Thoreau merely followed the Transcendental method of making a
higher synthesis of thought in order to study the higher
unity of life.
"My journal is that of me which would else spill
over and run to waste, gleanings from the field which
in action I reap. I must not live for it, but in it for
the gods. They are my correspondent, to whom daily
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I send off this sheet post-paid. I am a clerk in their
counting room, and at evening transfer the account
from day-book to ledger. It is as a leaf which hangs
over my head in the path. I bend the twig and write
my prayers on it; then, letting it go, the bough springs
up and shows the scrawl to heaven. As if it were not
kept shut in my desk, but were as public a leaf as any
in nature. It is papyrus by the river-side; it is vellum
in the pastures; it is parchment on the hills. Like the
sere leaves in yonder vase, these have been gathered
far and wide. Upland and lowland, forest and field
have been ransacked."
The externals of Thoreau's life, while more varied
than those of Kant, the great homebody of the philosophers, possess a common characteristic in that they
are largely limited geographically to Concord-to a
square six miles on a side which Thoreau once gave to
be the maximum amount of territory a man might
be expected to get to know in his lifetime. Born into
a family of French Huguenot and Scottish descent and
of strong abolitionist sympathies, David Henry passed
an uneventful and undistinguished youth in company
with his three sisters and his older brother John, the
amateur naturalist of the group. The taint of tuberculosis stalked the clan and it was probably due to
Henry's strenuous exercise that its fatal hand was long
stayed from him. The Thoreau household made pencils for a living until it became more profitable for
them to prepare graphite for chemical use. Henry
shared in this occupation and made many suggestions
that improved the grade of the Thoreau pencils. As
a lad, his rambling in the woods and love of the hunt
betrayed no prococious love of nature, but merely the
animal exuberance of any healthy boy in the fields.
He went to Harvard by a scholarship and by family
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sacrifice, although the immediate fruits were long in
ripening. He neither distinguished himself in his
studies-save in composition under E. T. Channingnor, indeed, in any activities whatsoever. His debt,
however, to Harvard has been grossly underestimated.
He left college with a good command of Greek which
enabled him to be the American Pan and with-what
is more important-a scholarly frame of reference upon
which to pin his thoughts-in sharp contrast to the
chaotic heap of Alcott's thinking.
Emerson found himself drawn to the young Concord thinker and offered him later a position of doing
odd jobs in the Emerson household. One very successful adventure, both financially and pedagogically,
came to an end when 'J1horeau, grief stricken at his
brother's death, closed the school which the two had
been conducting. An interesting anecdote has been
preserved from his short, but catastrophic experience
in the public school at Concord. Thoreau had dealt
kindly with his pupils and pensioned the whip and the
rod until one day the deacon-overseer visited school
and demanded that corporal punishment be inflicted
upon the children for the fear of God. When school
finished that day, Thoreau indiscriminately selected
six students, whipped them most soundly, and presented his resignation.
With a view toward finding a publisher and a reading public, and the more immediate intention of distributing pencils, Thoreau spent some time on Staten
Island tutoring a nephew of Emerson's. The rush
and confusion of the big city confounded his Concord
philosophy, making him uncomfortable and nostalgic.
I wonder if this metropolitan experience does not indicate one serious limitation upon his philosophy of
life. It was the child physically and intellectually of
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Concord and, I fear, gave little attention to and made
less provision for the complexities of modern life. It
w:as an over-simplification of the problem, and in selfdefense took an attitude of village pedantry when confronted. He wrote to Emerson : " This city was a thousand times meaner than I could have imagined. It
will be something to hate .... The pigs in the street are
the most respectable part of the population. When
will the World learn that a million men are of no
importance compared with one man?"
After his return home there followed the two-year
interlude at Walden. To escape the din of his mother's
boarding house, and to exchange the choking vapors
of Transcendentalism for the fresh draughts o( wood
air, Thoreau built his pine shack on Emerson' s woodlot and cultivated a bean field, nature, and himself.
More specifically, his problem was to prove that his
theory of much time for living and a minimum time
for getting money was sound. Thoreau always had
what for lack of a better name might be called a pragmatic predisposition for truth. The poet writes a true
poem only because his life has been a poem. This gusto
for experience before expression is typical of him. Indeed , of all the Transcendentalists, it may be said that
here was one man who really preached what he had
practiced. In the beginning was the experience and the
experience was with the person and the experience was
the person.
Countless visitors thronged to see him at Walden,
making one wonder whether he had less free time there
than in Concord. He was physically the most alive
man in Concord. He led the important picnics, took
the worthies walking, and played Indian with the
Emerson children. One of his most important tasks
at Walden was to revise his early journals and to pre-
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pare his two forthcoming books. He also sifted his
thoughts for ideas and illustrations for the lyceum
platform. The Mexican War with its imperialistic
pretensions disgusted him to the extent that he refused
to pay his poll tax. He accordingly spent one night
in the Concord jail until his aunt ransomed him against
his will. He emerged with a violent indignation at
the tyranny of a corrupt government, and, when his
passion had abated, crystallized his experience and doctrine of the sanctity of the individual into his justly
famous Essay on Civil Disobedience which Gandhi read
in South Africa. Government was permissible when
it left the individual citizen alone. But when, after
the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act, his own State of
Massachusetts-the best in the Union- was forced
to play slave-catcher to an evil institution of society,
Thoreau, who had before shrugged his shoulders at the
Abolitionist Crusade, became their loudest voice, and
thundered most mightily for John Brown when the
Abolitionists themselves maintained an embarrass~ d
silence. Thoreau had no knowledge of the economic
conditions in the South, no foresight of the problem of
the emancipated negro, but he had a principle. It was
this failure to be practical that made him suggest that
Massachussetts should secede from the Union. Thinking in terms of symbols, he supported John Brown,
upon whose hands was the blood of many innocent
victims, and who stood condemned of treason. With
an unquestioned faith in symbols, Thoreau saw here
one man awake with a nation asleep. Here was a
Prometheus who put into action what hundreds of
"titched" reformers were lazily droning from wellheated lecture halls. This was Civil Disobedience become flesh and dwelling among us.
We must not think of Thoreau with h is roots
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wholly stemmed in Concord soil. His tendrils spread
out in his excursions and embraced Cape Cod, Maine,
and Quebec. These books make delightful reading
-presenting Thoreau the vacationer, the narrator of
events in which his thoughts are circumscribed by the
motion of a canoe and not the slower rhythm of the
Concord seasons. For the thrill of motion on turbulent, primitive rivers, the peace of forest-bordered lake
expanses, and the mystery of granite boulders above
timberline, the trip by batteau to Katahdin is probably
a masterpiece of world literature.
The essential ideas of Thoreau are to be found in
his Journals from which most of the quotations will
be taken. Thoreau was by no means a systematic
philosopher ; he claimed to hate metaphysics. His
thought underwent a long evolutionary development,
but at no time was the channel completely free of
cross-currents and eddies. His use of the paradox was
so extensive that we may suspect he found it a handy
escape when that bugbear of the mind, consistency,
forbade further explanation. He was at least in his
early life a Transcendentalist. When told by a good
lady that she couldn't understand his thought, Thoreau wished he had told her that he was a Transcendentalist.
He was a Protestant a outrance, convinced that the
church was a dead institution whose chief activities
were hypocrisy and acceptance of the status quo. The
ringing of the Sunday bell disturbed his meditation
and infringed upon the solitude of his walk. I suspect much of this childish indignation resulted from the
contempt with which the Concord deacons and faithful regarded his vagabond life. His theology was certainly not orthodox- to the sorrow of Aunt Mary
Emerson-but, like most intelligent radicals he had
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a profound respect and admiration for Jesus of Nazareth. His moral predisposition was an inheritance of
New England Puritanism. His especial quarrel with
dogma centered upon the doctrine of total depravity
and the doctrine of repentance.
''It is wonderful, wonderful, the unceasing demand
that Christendom makes on you that you speak from
a moral point of view. Though you be a babe, the
cry is, Repent, repent. The Christian world will not
admit that a man has a just perception of any truth,
unless at the same time he cries, 'Lord be merciful to
.
'''
me a smner.
Religious crusaders and economic reformers disturbed him not a little.
"The great God is very calm withal. How superfluous is any excitement in His creatures! He listens
equally to the prayers of the believer and the unbeliever
... God does not sympathize with the popular movements."
Thoreau considered the Greeks the great artists and
the Hindus the great thinkers. It has-with the
usual error of overstatement-been stated that two
books, Nature by Emerson, and Bhagauad-Gita made
the man. Hindu thought stimulated and made articulate the predispositions of his nature. There is a
Thoreau who is a mystic, who sits in a trance in the
doorway of his Walden hut or drifts hours without
end in his boat. This is the Hindu Thoreau, but the
Yankee Thoreau prevailed. A famous Walden passage is closely allied in spirit to the philosophy of the
Bhagavad -Gi ta.
His resolve was "to live deliberately, to front only
the essential facts of life, and see if I could not learn
what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, dis-
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cover that I had not lived. I did not wish to live what
was not life, living is so dear ; nor did I wish to practice
resignation, unless· it was quite necessary ... I wanted
. . . to drive life into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest
terms, and, if it proved to be mean, why then to get
the whole and genuine meanness of it . . . or if it were
sublime, to know it by experience, and be able to give
a true account of it in my next excursion . . . Be it life
or death, we crave only reality. If we are really dying,
let us hear the rattle in our throats and feel cold in the
extremities ; if we are alive, let us go about our business ... Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I
drink at it ; but while I drink I see the sandy bottom
and detect how shallow it is. Its thin current slides
away, but eternity remains. I would drink deeper ;
fish in the sky, whose bottom is pebbly with stars."
We have already learned his attitude toward government. His message is especially fresh for us today,
engulfed as we are in the maelstrom of dictatorship,
where security seems more valuable than liberty and
efficiency than individual initiative. Thoreau unmistakably asserts the sanctity of the individual, and
his right to rebel against the state when its actions bear
tyrannously upon him. Yet Thoreau's protest is the
moral protest of self-respect, not the materialistic
struggle of the have-nots with the haves. Although
a contemporary with the Communist Manifesto, Life
without Principle and Civil Disobedience are at the
opposite pole. Property holding seemed mildly ridicuulous to Thoreau:
"I am amused to see from my window here how
busily man has divided and staked off his domain.
God must smile at his puny fences running hither and
thither everywhere over the land."
He claimed that whoever walked in the forests or
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boated on the rivers were the true owners of the land
and counted himself among the princes of earth.
Another Yankee trait that received a peculiar twist
in his development was a liking for self-sufficiency.
With the labor saving devices and modern improvements that resulted from Yankee ingenuity he had
little patience ; he condemned them loudly. He desired to simplify his needs until they could largely be
met by his own hands. This love for manual labor
and versatility of craft is frequently expressed in his
journals and is seen in his interest in woodsmen guides
and Indians.
Thoreau is frequently presented as the arch-enemy
of society, but much of the bitterness of his entries is
probably the whining of a scholar at the noise and
lack of privacy in his mother's boarding house.
"What men call social virtues, good fellowship, is
commonly but the virtue of pigs in a litter, which lie
close together to keep each other warm. It brings men
together in crowds and mobs in barrooms and elsewhere, but it does not deserve the name of virtue."
Some such explanation must be advanced to square
the bitterness of this quotation with the many friends
whom he enjoyed and with his reputation as a genial
comrade on the hike. At times, however, Thoreau
could not keep from asking the question vital to his
philosophy of life: What good am I to mankind?
Hisanswer"1 must confess I have felt mean enough when asked
how I was to act on society, what errand I had to mankind. Undoubtedly I did not feel mean without a
reason, and yet my loitering is not without .defense.
I would fain communicate the wealth of my life to
men, would really give them what is most precious in
my gift. I would secrete pearls with the shellfish and
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lay up honey with the bees for them.
I will sift the
sunbeams for the public good. I know no riches I
would keep back. I have no private good, unless it
be my peculiar ability to serve the public. This is the
only individual property. Each man may thus be
innocently rich. I inclose and foster the pearl till it is
grown. I wish to communicate those parts of my life
which I would gladly live again myself."
Thoreau rebelled against the wave of materialistic
prosperity that was sweeping across the country. Poor
lads became capitalists over night. Gold lay ready
for the taking in the West. The westward expansion,
with the railroad, octopus-like, sending its tenacles into
every corner of the United States, disgusted him.
America had gone money mad. ''It is foolish for a
man to accumulate material wealth, chiefly houses
and land. Our stock in life, our real estate, is that
amount of thought which we have had, which we have
thought out."
This is the clarion call of the sage of Walden Pond
whose theme is as vital and fresh for us today as it was
for his generation. How shall I earn a living? Today a majority are answering the question in such a
way that they become slaves of the economic system
for the remainder of their lives, but there are a few, an
Isaiahan remnant, who still weigh and ponder the
issue. To these Thoreau brings the message of Apollo
and Admetus, showing in Walden how he solved his
problem. How will you solve yours? Listen to this
admirable paragraph of Mr. Canby's:
"Indeed, the full significance of Walden has never
been felt until today. It is only in our generation that
the industrial revolution has reached a point where
man is in real danger of becoming a machine, thinking
like a machine, and where the increasing regimentation
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of society and the standardization of the ways of life
make doing what you want a heroic achievement. It
is only in our generation that the old Puritan morality
of America, with its generally accepted ideals of con~
duct, has lost its power to control, so that men and
women are moving on their own momentum, con~
fessedly in search of new ideals. And it is only in our
time that bodily comfort and the satisfactions of pride
have been elevated into what frankly is called the
American standard of living. Walden with its doc~
trine of 'simplify, simplify,' is no longer blasphemy,
except to the school of economists who think that all
the world's ills can be cured by production. But it is
still radical, and because it records one great individual~
ist's heart~felt and brain-felt experience, it is still eloquent."
The greatest single problem in Thoreau is to explain
the curious metamorphosis of the man from the transcendental poet to the fact-finding naturalist. We
have already discussed his early interest in the Sweden.borgian correspondence in nature.
" But this habit of close observation-in Humboldt,
Darwin, and others. Is it to be kept up long this
science? Do not tread on the heels of your experience.
Be impressed without making a minute of it. Poetry
puts an interval between the impression and the expres~
sion-Wai ts till the seed germinates naturally."
As the journals go on there is less of this and more
of the mere massing of observations, until the latter
portions become almost unreadable as literature. In
his own words, youth collects lumber to build a bridge
to the stars and middle age uses it to frame a woodshed.
Did Thoreau then cease to be a Transcendentalist?
What use did he intend to make of that undigested
corpus? These are questions which puzzle me.
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Thoreau developed an original and independent
concept of the correspondence between literature and
life. It is difficult to exhaust what I have poorly called
his pragmatic predisposition for literary truth. In
his journal he wrote :
" My life hath been the poem I would have writ
But I could not both live and utter it. "
And in A Week on the Concord and Merrimac Rivers:
" There is always a poem not printed on paper . ..
stereotyped in the poet's life. It is what he has become
through his work. Not how the idea is expressed
. .. is the question, but how far it has obtained form
and expression in the life of the artist."
Another aspect of this theory of live before you
write is revealed in his praise of manual labor.
" Hard and steady and engrossing labor with the
hands, especially out of doors, is invaluable to the
literary man and serves him directly. Here I have been
for six days surveying in the woods, and yet when I
get home at evening, somewhat weary at last, and be~
ginning to feel that I have nerves, I find myself more
susceptible than usual to the finest influences, as music
and poetry. The very air can intoxicate me, or the
least sight or sound, as if my finer senses had acquired
an appetite by their fast. "
It has been said that Thoreau was a Yankee Pan,
piping in the woods. More than to any of his con~
temporaries, credit may be given to him for establishing
a demarkation between European literatures and spirit
and the American Spirit. No more eloquent words
have been written about Walden than Alcott's reaction
when Thoreau read him the manuscript in his cabin.
"The book is purely American, fragrant with the
lives of New England woods and streams, and could
have been written nowhere else. It . .. is written in a
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style as picturesque and flowing as the streams he sails
on ... There is a toughness too, and a sinewy vigor, as
of roots and the strength that comes of feeding on wild
meats, and the moist lustres of the fishes on the bed
below. It has the merit, morever, that somehow,
despite all presumptions to the contrary, the sod and
sap and fibre and flavour of New England have found
at last a clear relation to the literature of other and
classic lands ... Egypt, India, Greece, England, flow
from the poet's hand as he scoops the waters for us
from the rivers. "
Here is an entry from Thoreau's journal for 1851 :
"English literature from the days of the minstrels to
the Lake Poets, Chaucer and Spenser and Shakespeare
and Milton included, breathes no quite fresh and in this
sense, wild strain. It is an essentially tame and civilized literature, reflecting Greece and Rome. Her wilderness is a greenwood, her wild man a Robin Hood.
There is plenty of genial love of nature in her poets,
but not so much of nature herself. Her chronicles inform us when her wild animals, but not when the wild
man in her, became extinct. There was need of
America."
His early journal is little more than a criticism of
books and writers, whereas in his later years, when the
fact-finding complex settled upon him, he gave up
reading literature for books of science.
"Scholars have for the most part a diseased way of
looking at the world. They mean by it a few cities
and unfortunate assemblies of men and women, who
might all be concealed in the grass of the prairies. They
describe this world as old or new, healthy or diseased,
according to the state of their libraries-a little dust
more or less on their shelves. When I go abroad from
under this shingle or slate roof, I find several things
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which they have not considered. Their conclusions
seem imperfect."
This assertion of the prejudice of the scholar he for~
tified with an acute criticism of education which strikes
deep at the roots.
"How vain to try to teach youth, or anybody,
truths! They can only learn them after their own
fashion , and when they get ready. I do not mean by
this to condemn our system of education, but to show
what it amounts to. A hundred boys at college are
drilled in physics and metaphysics and languages, etc.
There may be one or two prematurely old perchance,
who approached the subject from a similar point of
view to his teachers, but as for the rest, and the most
promising, it is like agricultural chemistry to so many
Indians. They get a valuable drilling, it may be, but
they do not learn what you profess to teach. They
at most only learn where the arsenal is, in case they
should ever want to use any of its weapons. The
young men, being young, necessarily listen to the lee~
turer in history, just as they do to the singing of a bird.
They expect to be affected by something he may say.
It is a kind of poetic pabulum and imagery that they
get. Nothing comes quite amiss to their mill."
The reconciliation of man and nature, a problem
central for a Transcendentalist, received less concen~
trated attention from Thoreau than the mystic search
for Swedenborgian correspondence. I quote these two
passages as typical of the limits traversed by his vibra~
tions.
"If I am too cold for human friendship, I trust I
shaU not soon be too cold for natural influences. It
appears to be a law that you cannot have a deep sym~
pathy with both man and nature. Those qualities
which bring you near to the one estrange you from the
other."
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And here:
" Nature must be viewed humanly to be viewed at
all; that is, her scenes must be associated with one's
native place, for instance. She is most significant to
a lover. A lover of Nature is pre-eminently a lover of
man. If I have no friend, what is Nature to Me?
She ceases to be morally significant. "
Thoreau was our best American prose writer. It
took him many years to forget the damaging lessons in
rhetoric under Channing at Harvard; indeed, there are
traces of rhetoric and the rhetorical pose even in his
late writings, but this need not be a fault. The lesson
of logical arrangement he never mastered, but surpassed his patron Emerson in establishing the paragraph rather than the sentence is his unit, thus giving
greater continuity to his work. Indeed Thoreau wrote
best when he was not bound by frames of logic, as in
the Week , where the only unifying force is a loose
chronology of time. His greatest merit as a stylist, I
believe, is his articulateness. He could reduce his experience with nature into crisp words with all the verve
and elan that come from first having lived what he was
writing about. His force is as the potential dynamism of the spring freshet straining to burst the log jam
at its rapids. Years are crowded behind each minute.
The elegance of Emerson's funeral address is the
more remarkable for its note of prophecy.
"The country knows not yet, or in the least part,
how great a son it has lost. It seems an injury that
he should leave in the midst his broken task, which
none else can finish . . . ' '
Here is a task for the coming generation in America.
Will it solve it as Thoreau or will it choose another
path? At any rate Thoreau defined the task clearly.
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CHRISTMAS HANGOVER

Prospera DeBona, Jr. , ' 41

may be a trifle early to start talking about
Christmas, I'll admit, but unless somebody gets
around to putting his foot down right now,
we' re going to have the same old trouble next holiday
season; and I, for one, am good and sick of it.
Now , as a rule, I'm not the kind of guy who gets
excited about things, but there are limits even to my
patience. The point is, I don' t like to be played for a
stooge. But I have been (and you have been ) every
year for more years than it is flattering to contemplate.
I refer to this nasty little business of Christmas cards.
Now don' t get the idea right off the bat that I'm a
misanthrope. I'm not. I'm really a very nice guy.
I don' t object to the spirit behind all this (if there really
is a spirit) ; and I enjoy wishing everybody a Merry
Christmas as well as the next fellow. But I honestly
think that we' re commencing to carry the thing too far.
A hundred or so years ago people were contented
with what we now sneeringly refe r to as an "Old
Fashioned Christmas.'' They trimmed the tree on
Christmas Eve, passed out presents to the happy children early the next morning, enjoyed a delicious dinner-and wished everyone they met a Merry Noel.
But thy didn' t go out of their way to do so- which is
exactly the point I am trying to make. In short, there
was not the wear and tear on their nerves which there
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is today, nor the task of sitting up until four in the
morning a couple of nights before Christmas address~
ing two or three hundred envelopes.
But along about 1846 some creative soul decided
that that was not enough for him. He was going to
do things in a bigger and better way. So, stealing a
march on his friends, he sent out the first Christmas
cards in history-and that, dear reader, was only the
beginning. After him came the deluge.
It wasn't too bad at first. People knew how to
exercise a certain amount of restraint. Time was
when a small, unpresuming card with the trite, I will
admit. but simple "A Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year" sufficed, doing the trick very nicely, with~
out undue fuss or show.
Of course, every once in a while, some pioneering
chap would let himself go a bit in the matter of color or
background. That was to be expected. But no one
even dreamed of having one's name and greeting
printed in very swank Old English type on a card of
expensive vellum. A pen or an old lead pencil was
good enough for them. It was the spirit of the thing
that counted, and one sent cards only to one's nearest
and dearest pals-not to people that one met casually at
Bar Harbor the summer before, or to everyone listed
in the city directory.
But times have changed. Dear me, how times have
changed. Today, folks make a point of vying with
one another in the matter of sending Christmas cards.
It is a little like a football game-without the rules.
Along about the fifteenth of December (if not earlier)
they whip out the old poketbook and proceed to shoot
the moon. The competition is simply terrific. It's a
tough business for the average man to keep his head
above water.
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Although it is inevitable that one meet up with
something just a shade different each season, the Christmas card senders, I believe, may be divided into three
schools of thought. There is ( 1) the poetic school;
there is ( 2) the family school; and there is ( 3) the
school that places more or less stress on size. Or, for
that matter, there is an even larger school which includes these three not quite so large schools.
However, to keep things in their original sequence,
let us commence with the poetic school. This school,
I might mention in passing, is really a killer. Its
scholars truly spread themselves when in the throes of
composition. I don't know how long they spend on
these little literary gems (people always lie about that
sort of thing), but I can assure them that the results
(on me, at any rate) are not worth the effort. I think
they gush. Some more than others, of course; but,
dig down below the surface, and they are much the
same.
For example, only last Christmas I was honored
with a card upon which was inscribed a very long and
windy eulogy on the Yuletide spirit. I shall refrain
from quoting in its entirety (why bore you?), but to
sort of skim the general idea, it culminated touchingly:
"The stars are in the sky; joy is in the air. Christmas,
Christmas everywhere; hurrah, hurrah, hurrah!!"
Honestly.
Another literary effort I received (Mr. Farley's attention ought to be called to the missives handled by
the Post Office) proceeded along the lines of a lyrical
sermon. The sender, a woman, certainly did not
bother sparing the ponies. This modern Sappho sang
(I don't know whether she burned, although she deserved to) as follows: "The three wise men, they
knew not fear; they followed the star at the end of the
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year. So follow your star, renounce all else ; the trail
shall lead to joy and health. "
There isn' t much to add to that little example of
what some people will accomplish when they let themselves go. So we'll let it pass, and slip across to another type of poetry-which we might call poetry in
prose. Now I'll admit that Miss Gertrude Stein and
M. Baudelaire met with some small success in this
medium of expression, but I am forced to the conclusion that it is definitely no field for the amateur to explore.
Here, the trick is to make sure, by constant repetition,
that the recipient does not miss the point that the sender is trying to get across. The sender insists upon
your understanding that he, or she, or both he and she
(as the case may be ), are interested in your having a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. They do
not give you credit fo r possessing a reasonable amount
of intelligence.
You slit the envelope, take out the card, and are
slapped in the face with this salvo : "Mr. and Mrs.
Plopdash wish you a very, very, very Merry Christmas
as well as a happy and very, very, very prosperous New
Year." And all that happens is that you are left with
a shaky feeling that Mr. and Mrs. Plopdash are not
half so concerned as their current effusions would have
them appear ; and that, furthermore, Mr. and Mrs.
Plopdash are simply indulging a lamentable proclivity
toward vulgar ostentation, not losing a great deal of
sleep over whether you have a prosperous New Year
or not. If you doubt it, try to put the finger on Mr.
Plopdash for a couple of hundred on the second day of
January--or the first, for that matter. Just try.
It might be interesting.
Now even that sort of nonsense may be all right for
a year or so, but after that it is apt to become pretty
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depressing to a sensitive soul. It has gotten so that
you never know, when you open the fool things, to
what new heights of absurd originality and expense
your well-wisher has climbed. A lot of people must be
willing to pay plenty to get their poetry published.
T ouching more or less briefly upon the family school
of thought, we discover here many variations of the
same theme. You may receive, as I often do, a family silhouette, incongruously mounted upon a background of mauve. Now this, in itself, isn't too bad;
but sometimes when the sender neglects to add the
name, it is practically impossible to figure out which
family it is-the silhouettes are that bad. Not that
it makes a great deal of difference, really.
Or, indulging in a bit of Yuletide whimsey, the sender may decide to roll you in the aisle. In order to do
this, he sends you a card upon which is mounted a snapshot of a dog. " Jocko wishes you the best Christmas
ever." Now, let's be frank about this thing. This
is the time for frankness. Who in hell cares whether
a dog-Jocko,Rover,or Gottfried Von Kluck-wishes
him the best Christmas ever or not? I know I don' t.
And if one wishes to become nastily technical about the
canine implications, it is really a case of very wild conjecture indeed to assume that a dog knows what all the
shooting is about. Personally, I look upon the whole
thing as an insult.
Proceeding along this same line, another favorite
stunt is to send one a picture of " Sonny." Sonny
smiling; Sonny laughing; Sonny eating; or, preferably,
Sonny in his bath. For some reason or another, Sonny in his bath is supposed to ring the bell. However,
it really does not make a great deal of difference, just
so long as Sonny is wishing you lots and lots of happiness. I presume that this argumentum ad populum is
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based on the prevalent assumption that children have
a better drag with our Maker. But even this ruse is
apt to fall a little flat, especially when you recall that
the only time you have seen Sonny was when he was
asleep, and your better judgment whispers that the
chances are excellent that Sonny doesn't know you
from Santa Claus.
As I have mentioned before, the third school of
Christmas cheer places a great deal of emphasis upon
size. As a matter of fact, some of the cards that they
send out are nearly the size of the calendars you get
from your laundry every year. And that's bad. If
you have a home of your own, you have the job of
throwing them out yourself-and that makes for
trouble. And if you live in an apartment, you h ave
to get the janitor to throw them out for you-and that
makes for more trouble. Janitors with a Christmasweek hangover are no gentlemen to treat lightly. I
know.
In the second place (I hate to become downright
mercenary ) did you ever stop to consider the cost in
dollars and cents of wishing people a Merry Christmas
on cards the size of calendars? Well, I have. And,
what's more, I have the figures handy. They' re
astounding.
If you send out a couple of hundred at, say, an
average of three cents each (putting it conservatively)
for stamps, you have already spent six dollars. Not
to mention the cost of the cards, which may easily run
as high as sixty dollars for the two hundred. Sixty
and six total sixty-six. And not pennies-dollars!
You could buy your friends an awful lot of eggnogs
for that money.
Now it is obvious that most of us don't want to
indulge in this expensive and laborious pastime, but we
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lack the moral courage to come right out and say so.
Somebody (I won' t mention any names) is leading us
around by the nose.
We have been educated to say:
" Oh, but we'll simply have to send the Browns a card;
they always remember us. " My friends, there is but
one answer to that : A Merry Christmas-but to hell
with the Browns!

THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE
Coeperunt rapide scopulis illidere nigris
fluctus se ingentes, in saea saepta renidens
quae tutabantur litus prorumpere spumae
montibus ; hie fracti gemitu retrorsus abibant
mussantes. paulisper aquae violentia dormit.
tum subito oceanus se rursum colligit instans
litoribus ; sed enim pulsus munimine celso.
ambo continuo luctantur reicit alter
et frustra aggrediens trahit alter tempora noctis.
Iamque oriens tenebras tollit sollampadis instar
clarescitque videns glaucum pelagi domitorem,
Neptunum, sensim cessisse atque agmina victum
placavisse. manent postremo marmora ponti,
vasta patent etiam longe lateque profunda.
et nitidae, non jam caecae, apricantur in auris
rupes. innumerae supra verrunt volitantes
aequora aves. sed nunc gaudens circumspicit oras
Neptunus genitor ; nam sentit fr.agmina rupis
parvula nunc victricis edi per robur et undas
paulatim. nee non callet se mox aliquando
victurum scopuli magno certamine cautes.

Joseph A. Clapis, '41
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BERKSHIRE INVASION

Carl H . Williams, ' 43

a weak moment last Spring I said I would
come to Elsie Birmingham's house party. She
was having a new house built on her Berkshire
estate an.d wanted to know if I wouldn' t come to the
housewarming. As I usually don' t make engagements
more than two or three weeks ahead, and this was about
four months away, I could hardly say I was going to
be out of town on that week~end. Later I wished I
had been able to say I was going to be out of this world
on that week~end. But Elsie persisted, so to get her
out of the way I said I'd come.
I forgot completely about it till about three weeks
before the date, when I received a letter reminding me of
my engagement. The party began on a Thursday
evening, so I had to get away from the office a day and
a half early. The boss said he'd let me go Thursday
noon. I'm not positive why he ever did that, but I
think it was because I was the only member of the
office force who had dated his daughter. She is about
as beautiful as a plucked ostrich, and he was rather
anxious to get her off his hands. She had a queer
mania that mink coats would make her beautiful.
Her mink coat purchases alone would keep all the mink
farmers on easy street. I took her out to pay off a
bet. The boss must have wanted to encourage the
relationship, because he didn' t even choke and get red
N
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in the face when I asked him if I could leave early on
that week-end.
Oh, yes, to get back to the story. Well, I answered
her letter the very same day I received it, a thing I never
did before and never will do again. Two days later
Ed Jenkins asked me up for a week-end of fishing at
his camp on Moosehead Lake. You can guess how I
felt after that.
The days fled by and soon it was Thursday noon.
I had packed all my things the day before, so I naturally had to forget something. It was my tennis racquet.
I didn't think of it till I was driving through Springfield. If I had brought it along I would probably
have broken the strings.
I had a flat tire going through some God-forsaken
forest and managed to get good and dirty wrestling
with the spare. While I was changing the darn thing
some driver evidently thought my car was a mirage,
because he drove his truck right through the back fender and never even stopped.
After this annoying incident I paid some hick garageman an outrageous price to fix the rear wheel so that
it would turn. Then I continuec;l merrily on my way.
I was so merry I could think of nothing funnier than
pushing some baby chickens into a puddle, a good deep
puddle.
I was greeted at the Stockbridge estate by four ferocious Great Danes. They were playfully munching my
leg when the butler came out and rescued me. This
"butler" turned out to be a guest of Mrs. Birmingham's. He was quite hostile over the fact that I had
dared to voice my feelings on the respectability of the
parentage of her dogs.
I was ushered to my room by the real butler, a sturdy
old fellow with an intense dislike of the Berkshires.
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I took off my clothes and got into a "tux" without any
cuff links. They reposed safely in my Boston apart~
ment.
Two safety pins did the trick.
Before dinner cocktails were served in the living
room. I must say that Mrs. Birmingham barred
nothing when it came to the price of liquor. Yes sir!
She got the best denatured alcohol you can get for fifty
cents a gallon. From the looks of a few other things
in the room it was evident that three or four of Mrs.
Birmingham' s forme r husbands had forgotten to pay
some of their alimony checks. The dinner on the co n ~
trary was excellent. I mean that the food was e x cel~
lent. Mrs. Birmingham had seated me between a deaf
old dowager and a sprightly young thing who regarded
every male as a potential husband. The dowager was
crazy about the European situation. She knew it cold
and wanted to know what the younger generation
thought of it. I said, " You'll have to ask someone
else. I'm only eighty." Luckily she didn' t hear me.
Anyway, my 'subscription to Life had run out, and I
was very busy studying about this new parabolic fly
rod, so the papers had received scant recognition from
me. I had, however, read the sporting page and the
funnies. I remarked that "Smilin' Jack" and "Dick
Tracy" were both going to come out on top, but it
went way over her head. Then I tried again and said
that it was a cinch for the Cincy Reds in the National
League.
Did she pounce on that! She had misunderstood
me and wanted to know how I knew so much about
the coming Communist invasion. I thought, "a joke's
a joke," and said, "I was in jail with Browder." I left
a little pause at the end and was going to add as a sur~
prise, "-for going through a red light," but she im~
mediately cut me off. She liked to consider herself a
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parlor " pink," so she was in ecstasy over the fact that
I actually knew Browder.
Of course she immediately told this to the general
who was sitting next to her. H e had stood behind a
tree in some war, and as a consequence always wore
about seventy-five pounds of imitation gold and five
pounds of ribbon. You can get them in any pawn
shop. He repeated the story to his neighbor, and from
then on it spread like a prairie fire. It developed that
I was the go-between for Stalin and Browder, had personally engineered the Russo-German pact, was trying
to buy Alaska, would lead an army of Communists on
Washington tomorrow, was going to kill everybody
present, and Lord knows what else. My friends gave
me a knowing wink or two. I already had qu ite a
reputation for getting into jams so they thought I must
be up to something. I tried to explain that it was all
a joke, but now they were sure that I was a spy and
a dozen other things. Trying to tell them the truth
was about as useful as telling it to stop raining. When
we left the dining room Billy Thorpe gave me a sly
nudge and asked why I hadn' t told him this before.
If I had aimed a little better I would have kicked him
out the door.
After dinner we were sitting around in the big
trophy den when the general suddenly shot up from his
chair as though someone had given him the "hot-seat."
He dashed to the French window and leaned far out
over the balcony rail. A couple of women fainted
when someone yelled, " Stop him ! He's going to commit suicide! " I thought he was going to do something
else, believing that the denatured alcohol was too
strong for him. All our theories were shattered when
he hoarsely whispered, "Somebody' s signalling this
house with a flashlight." The way in which he said
it made us feel that we were in imminent danger of the
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wrath of the Lord. Then I realized whose wrath they
feared. All eyes turned and scrutinized me. They
looked at me as though they had mentally taken off
my coat and seen a hidden gun or time bomb. Then
the general blurted out, " I can' t make out w hat he's
saying. It's in a secret code. " By peering over a
couple of shoulders, I could see a light blinking out
dashes and dots. From a couple of years in the Boy
Scouts I could also see that it was no secret code, but
rather the common Morse code. Bill certainly wanted
to let everybody know what he was saying. You
wouldn' t, however, expect the general or anyone else
around here, to know the Morse code. The light
flicked out the words : " Plans-set-tomorrow-eightA -M . Berkshire-army ready-P ittsfield. You-command. C-nineteen." That was enough for me.
Billy Thorpe was going too far. I was going to try
to get him to explain the joke to the other guests but
he couldn't be found.
I hoped no one had understood the message.To my
dismay I noted three grim-looking men taking down
each dash and dot. One of these men had been introduced as a member of the Russian nobility. I distinctly remembered giving the " Count" a dime for a
cup of coffee on the Boston Common last spring. As
a royal Russian he had told the guests he would fight
Communism to his or its death. I hoped he wasn't
foolish enough to consider me a Red.
After this episode people were loathe to talk with
me. They were even loathe to be near me. I was as
popular as the Bubonic Plague. People whispered to
each other and shot furtive glances at me. As a body
they looked at me like a tiger looks at a deer. Individually some looked at me with awe ; some, hatred; some,
fear; a few ( the parlor " pinks"), envy ; and everyone
in distrust.
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As far as it had gone M rs. Birmingham's house
party was pretty much of a flop. People could talk
about nothing but me. The average life of a parlor
game was two minutes. The bridge players overbid
and trumped their partners' ace. One man forgot to
put the cover on a cocktail shaker before he shook it.
The results were disastrous. All this was done because of poor innocent me. I saw men return from
their rooms with distinctive bulges in their pockets.
I was certainly the life of the party. Nobody could
take his eyes off me or stop talking about me. They
hung on my every word, when I dared to speak. I
struck a match to light a cigarette and the h ead snapped.
Twenty-nine people stopped and stared at me. A
cocktail glass lay b roken on the floo r, its contents making a glistening pool. Several hands of cards were
fluttering to the floor.
Before somebody could shoot me, I decided it would
be better if I turned in. Twice during the night I
peeked through the keyhole at an eye that would suddenly appear when I made an unusual noise. The
men who continually walked about under my window.
even at five o'clock in the morning. weren' t innocent
strollers out for a breath of fresh air.
The next morning I was surprised to find that I was
able to wash and shave in comparative privacy. I
breakfasted after a terrified butler brought in a heaping
trayful of food. He evidently wanted to stay in my
favor. As he left the room I loudly cleared my throat.
He stopped as if electrocuted, and then hastily departed.
I soon got up and was out for a stroll when I met
Bill Thorpe. I told him to explain everything to the
guests and he said he would. Then he suggested that
we try a little target practice. I was game for anything by this time so we went to the rifle range. I
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had a rifle in my hand and was about to shoot when
Bill said to wait a minute.
From what Bill told me later, this is what he did.
He ran up the Communist Russian flag on the nearby
flag pole, and fired two or three shots into the air.
Then he hid behind a hedge. When I heard the shots
I stepped out of the rifle range with my gun still in my
hands. When the guests heard the shots and saw the
flag they poured out of the house like water from a pail.
" Don't shoot!" they yelled.
" I didn't fire those shots or run up the flag, " I protested. " Besides, I can' t shoot; this gun's empty."
That statement was my undoing. Men whipped out
revolvers and disarmed me. Mr. Birmingham gave
me fifteen minutes to get off his estate. He was really
quite emphatic about it as he waved his loaded pistol
in front of my nose.
In vain I protested. He said he wouldn't tell the
police because of the scandal for him. For him ! I
liked that. I tried to tell him it was all a joke, and a
damned poor one as far as I was concerned. Bill stepped in and explained the whole business. They listened fascinatedly to him; as fascinatedly as though he
were telling them that two plus two make five. They
looked as skeptical as though he had told them the
world was not round.
Shortly Mr. Birmingham announced that I had just
seven and a half minutes left. I could see that he really
meant business. I was packed in five and a half minutes and down to the car in one and a half minutes.
I was just getting started (going about seventy miles
an hour) out the drive when two shots whistled past
the car. I wasn't worried about the shots or about
hitting anything with the car. I was doing some
rapid figuring. ''Hmmm-Let's see. Five hundred
miles. I'll be there in ten hours. Yes, by gum, I'll
go!''
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Well, I made it to Ed Jenkins' place on Moosehead
Lake in good time. I got in almost two whole days of
fishing. I got one beautiful land-locked salmon that
weighed nine pounds, seven ounces after he had been
out of the water seven hours. Bill had a terrible time
the rest of his stay at the Birmingham's. He had to
argue all Friday, Saturday and half of Sunday to convince them the whole affair was a practical joke of his.
Yesterday I received very apologetic letters from
Mrs. Birmingham. She W'anted to make things right
by inviting me to a ski week-end. I answered her today. I said I was sorry I couldn' t come, but that I had
an engagement with Stalin and Molotoff in the Krem· Hn. I am to present my special report: " Are the Cincinnati Reds, Reds?' '

.......

MAN IN THREE ACTS
I
Morning:
Fresh,
The food and the bus boy
And the smoke
From first cigarettes
Over steaming brown coffee ;
Fresh,
The morning talk of men, :
Ready for the day :
With thoughts of the night before
And of the night to come ;
Fresh too,
Looking over all
As Jove might from high Olympus,
The counterman says,
Good-morning
And takes our order.
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II
Rush hour:
Cigar-led bodies hurry,
Taking checks
And clinking silver ;
Slam
Of plates on marble tables
Disturbs the swirl
Of smoke and moving words ;
Talk of money
And clocked-haste as
Long we wait
For the counterman;
When he asks our health,
We are flattered.

III
Night :
But few sip coffee ;
Glare of unashamed light
Beats down on wilted food;
Embarrassed,
The laughter and the speech;
Selt-conscious,
The rattle of spoons
In thick mugs;
Weary now,
The bus boy and the cook;
Still fresh
The counterman,
Brisk and unsmiling.

Charles Goodrich, ,41
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HOW TO GET YOUR MAN
(For women only)

Florence B. Yoder
(Extension Student ' 39)

order to get your man you must first of all,
attract his attention. A pretty face is your
strongest drawing card; a good figure ranks a
close second. If you possess neither of these attributes
naturally, make the best of what you have. Visit a
beauty parlor occasionally, and spend a few minutes
each day on your make-up. Study your clothes carefully for becoming styles, and do not be afraid to use
a little padding, or lacing, according to your needs.
Look well-groomed and neat, but neither extravagant
nor precise. By all means avoid being conspicuous.
If you have brains, take care to hide them. You
may have inside information from Washington on
world affairs, but you must confine your remarks to
questions like : " Do you think the Chinese can hold
out much longer? " or to leading statements that reveal
your inadequacy in thinking for yourself, such as, "I
don' t see why people say that Great Britain is no longer
great. " This will give your prospect a chance to expound his theories to you and bolster his self -esteem.
Listen to him with rapt attention; spur him on to
greater heights by wide-eyed looks of frank admiration. At intervals, you may hazard such a remark as
"Really?" For the most part, however, it is better to
maintain an awed silence. If he seems to be exhausting his knowledge of the topic at hand, change the
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whole tone of the conversation by a casual, ''I'll bet
you were a wonderful football player!" Such an
abrupt turn might be awkward if it were in any other
direction, but he will take his cue and be off on an~
other monologue, t_his one on his favorite subject, him~
self. It is, indeed, by playing up to a man's ego that
a woman achieves importance in his eyes. It has been
said that all men are children emotionally and it is easy
to believe the truth of this adage when one watches
their reactions to praise, flattery, and honesty. They
flourish under praise and flattery; they run away from
honesty unless it is sugar~coated.
Don't be a pal. It may be gratifying to have a man
say to you, "You are the best friend I have," but that
does not take care of your old age. You must be help~
less and dependent upon his superior strength. Be
ever conscious of your sex and never strike up a Pla~
tonic relationship. It is well nigh impossible to
change it into an affaire d' amour. Childhood play~
mates who grow up to be lovers are products of fiction,
not fact.
Never let a man suspect you of jealousy. So do not
make him account for all of his time that he does not
spend with you, and do be even tempered even if you
have just seen him with your most hated rival. You
may get rid of your competitor by murdering her
quietly, but giving her a tongue lashing will only make
him rally to her defense.
If you have a place of your own, you may ask him
in for dinner. A well~cooked meal (minus salads) in
a comfortable apartment has opened many a man's eyes
to the joys of a home. Lacking this privacy, however,
do not attempt to appease his appetite by inviting him
to family dinner~parties. It might take years to undo
the harm caused by an over~anxious mother.
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Gold-diggers have gone out of style, but do not go
to the opposite extreme of being concerned over how
much he spends on you. If you so much as hint that
he ought to save his money, you arouse his suspicion
and he will take flight at the first opportunity.
Never give yourself away. Act surprised when he
asks you what kind of ring you want, and follow him
to the altar meekly. It will be well worth while, because next day you can start being yourself again.

ON STANDING BESIDE EMERSON'S GRAVE
What is this strength that courses through my blood?
What is this sound that holds my spirit still?
This rock would speak to me from out its rude,
Unpolished frame, which from a gentle hill
Looks down upon the woods and fields, where strolled
Its noble dead. The body here interred
Still sends its speech up from the sunken mold,
Although the gray and dreaming head is stirred
To dust, by that vast law of nature's change,
Eternal and ineffable in might ;
And from the grave, there dawns on me the strange
And moving peace that hints of coming sight.
But far more lovely than the tomb's embrace,
His soul came forth to meet me, face to face!

Ralph S. Grover, ,41

